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Cyberattack aftershock feared
GLOBAL CHAOS » Security experts warn new
versions of infectious computer ‘ransomware’ likely
By SYLVIA HUI AND
CHRISTOPHER S. RUGABER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LONDON — Employees booting up computers at work Monday could see red as they discover they’re victims of a global
“ransomware” cyberattack that
has created chaos in 150 coun-
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Tight housing market,
rising mortgage rates
mean more staying put

tries and could wreak even
greater havoc as more malicious
variations appear.
As a loose global network of
cybersecurity experts fought
the ransomware hackers, officials and experts on Sunday
urged organizations and companies to update older Microsoft
operating systems immediately

to ensure they aren’t vulnerable to a second, more powerful
version of the software — or
to future versions that can’t be
stopped.
The initial attack, known
as
“WannaCry,”
paralyzed
computers that run Britain’s
hospital network, Germany’s
national railway and scores
of other companies and government agencies worldwide
in what was believed to be the
biggest online extortion scheme

ever recorded.
Microsoft took aim at the U.S.
government for “stockpiling”
software code that was used by
unknown hackers to launch the
attacks. The hackers exploited
software code from the National Security Agency that leaked
online.
The company’s top lawyer
said the government should report weaknesses they discover
to software companies rather
than seek to exploit them.

“An equivalent scenario with
conventional weapons would be
the U.S. military having some of
its Tomahawk missiles stolen,”
attorney Brad Smith wrote on
Microsoft’s blog.
New variants of the rapidly
replicating worm were discovered Sunday and one did not
include the so-called kill switch
that allowed researchers to interrupt its spread Friday by diTURN TO CHAOS » PAGE A6
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Little change expected
in area’s school menus

By CONOR DOUGHERTY
NEW YORK TIMES

For much of last year, Greg
Rubin was looking to buy a bigger house. He has been in the
same two-bedroom home for 17
years and hoped to upgrade to a
place with a guest room, a home
office and a workshop for his
guitars, radio-controlled planes
and gardening equipment.
This year, Rubin has a new
plan.
He stopped looking and embarked on an ambitious renovation project that will begin with
a new kitchen and end with a
workshop for all the man toys.
“My girlfriend would like to
get a larger house, but right
now, I’m staying put,” said Rubin, who lives in Escondido and
owns a landscaping firm called
California’s Own Native Landscape Design.
Rubin is the face of what appears to be a new normal in the
real estate business: Homeowners are moving less, creating
a drag on the economy, fewer
commissions for real estate
brokers and a brutally competitive market for first-time home
shoppers who cannot find much
for sale and are likely to be disappointed by real estate’s spring
selling season.
For many homeowners, the
desire to stay put began out of
caution or necessity. Rubin’s
TURN TO HOMES » PAGE A2
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Thomas Page Academy first-grader Preston Bravo, middle left, eats a chicken patty sandwich as his buddies partake in lunchtime pranks at the
school in Cotati on Thursday.

Trump’s USDA freezes Obama-era plan to require lower sodium levels
By ELOÍSA RUANO GONZÁLEZ
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Z

ayda Gonzalez chomped on a crispy
chicken patty, but the Thomas Page
Academy third-grader avoided the
wheat bun.
“It tastes kind of weird,” said her classmate, Kalli Romero, 9, who gulped hers
down. “It’s the texture.”
Cotati-Rohnert Park schools dumped
white bread and rice for more whole

grain-rich options years before the federal
government started requiring it in 2012 as
part of Michelle Obama’s healthy lunch
initiative, said Suzie King, the district’s
food service coordinator.
The first change came in 2014, King said,
when schools had to lower sodium in their
meals down to 1,230 mg, a 12 percent cut.
Sodium levels this year were expected to
drop to 935 mg, but the Trump administration froze the nutrition rules.
U.S. Agriculture Secretary Sonny Per-

due last week announced he was rolling
back the requirement, allowing schools at
least until 2020 to continue serving meals
with up to 1,230 mg of sodium, or 65 percent of the daily target.
He’ll continue waiving regulations requiring all grains served in the lunch line
be rich in whole grains, and let schools
bring back 1 percent flavored milk. Perdue
contends the move gives schools flexibility
TURN TO LUNCH » PAGE A2
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Cancer reports from breast implants growing
Victims decry tepid
response by doctors,
FDA to continuing risk
By DENISE GRADY
NEW YORK TIMES

Raylene Hollrah was 33, with
a young daughter, when she
learned she had breast cancer.
She made a difficult decision,
one she hoped would save her
life: She had her breasts removed, underwent grueling

Vikki Radow,
of Los Angeles,
holds a photo
April 7 of her
mother, Bettye
Yaller, who died
after developing lymphoma
from the breast
implant she got
after a mastectomy.

chemotherapy and then had reconstructive surgery.
In 2013, six years after her
first diagnosis, cancer struck
again — not breast cancer, but a
rare malignancy of the immune
system — caused by the implants used to rebuild her chest.
“My whole world came crumbling down again,” said Hollrah, now 43, who owns an insurance agency in Hermann,
Missouri. “I had spent the past
TURN TO IMPLANTS » PAGE A2
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